
 



ABSTRACT 
 
 Reinforced concrete beam-columns (RCBC) in need of strengthening and repair are very 
common. The use of FRP wrapping as a rehabilitation and retrofitting technique can present 
real advantages with regards to durability, maintenance costs, serviceability, and ultimate 
strength. Recently, the FDOT has undertaken an experimental investigation on the behavior of 
RCBC wrapped with CFRP. The RCBC were then made of 3 ksi concrete. This study is a 
continuity of that investigation and considers RCBC made of high-strength concrete of 6 ksi 
and above 
 
  The main objectives of this study are as follows: (i) Investigate the behavior of carbon-
wrapped rectangular high-strength concrete beam-columns when subjected to eccentric 
loadings; and (ii) Evaluate the effect of concrete strength on the behavior of RCBC, (iii) 
Provide guidelines for the design of carbon-wrapped rectangular high-strength concrete beam-
columns subjected to a combined axial force-flexural moment. 
 
 Six series are performed in this study. Each series is made of a high-strength RC column 
without carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) jacket as a control specimen and two RC 
columns retrofitted with CFRP jacket. The six series correspond to the following load 
eccentricities 0" (i.e., concentric loading), 3" (5.5 mm), 6" (15 mm), 12" (300 mm), 16" (400 
mm), and pure bending (i.e., an eccentricity approaching infinity). The test specimens, which 
have: corbels at the ends, have an 8" x 14" (200 x 350 mm) rectangular cross section and a total 
length of 140" (3500 mm). The length between corbels is 7' (2100 mm). The target concrete 
strength of concrete was 6,000 psi. 
 
 The CFRP jacketing slightly improved the uniaxial capacity of the beam-columns; the 
maximum gain achieved was around 10%. This is substantially lower than the gain achieved in 
normal strength concrete (NSC) specimens. However, it enhanced significantly the flexural 
capacity of the beam-columns where a gain of more than 45 % was observed, compared to 54 
% in NSC. Under combined loading conditions, that gain reached 61 %, compared to 70% in 
NSC. While the source of increase in pure flexure was mainly attributed to the longitudinal 
weaves of the CFRP, fabric, the contribution of the transverse weaves within the compression 
controlled zone increased with increasing axial load to become predominant in pure 
compression. Finally, within the conditions and the limits of this study, the proposed design 
procedure based on the stress of confined concrete in the compression zone compared 
reasonably well with experimental results. The confined stress was calculated using the bi-
linear stress-strain model developed specifically for FRP wrapped circular columns in 
conjunction with an effective confinement ratio that takes into account the rectangular shape of 
the beam-columns. However, the experimental stress-strain model for rectangular specimens 
wrapped with FRP material should improve the response prediction. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter introduces the report. It states the problem and spells the objectives of the study. It also presents 

the outline of the present report. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Reinforced concrete beam-columns (RCBC) in need of strengthening and repair are 

very common. The use of fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) wrapping technique can be very 

efficient and cost-effective. No research has been reported dealing with rectangular RCBC 

retrofitted with composite wrapping and subjected to a combined axial compression - 

bending moment condition. However, recently the FDOT initiated an extensive 

investigation on the behavior of RCBC wrapped with carbon fiber reinforced plastic 

(CFRP) made with a 3000 psi normal strength concrete (NSC) (Chaallal and Shahawy 

1999). The present study is a continuity of that investigation and considers RCBC made of 

high-strength concrete (HSC). 

 

1.2 Research Objectives 

This project is intended to examine several aspects in the use of fiber reinforced 

plastic (FRP) laminates for strengthening rectangular RC columns subjected to combined 

axial compression and bending moment conditions. 
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The objectives of this study are as follows 

1. Design and carry out an experimental study on the behavior of rectangular high-

strength RC columns confined with externally bonded CFRP laminates. 

2. Investigate the behavior of carbon-wrapped rectangular high-strength concrete beam -

columns when subjected to eccentric loading. 

3. Evaluate the effect of concrete strength on the behavior of RC beam-columns. 4.

 Provide guidelines for the design of carbon-wrapped rectangular high-strength 

concrete beam-columns subjected to a combined axial force-flexural moment. 

 

1.3 Report Outline 

This report consists of two parts: 

• Part I : Test program and procedure, is contained in chapter 2. The latter describes the 

specimens, the materials, as well as the instrumentation used and presents the testing 

procedure and the experimental program. 

Part II : Presentation and analysis of the results, is covered by chapter 3 

(Presentation of the results) and chapter 4 (Analysis of the results). 

Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions and discusses various recommendations. 



PART I 

TEST PROGRAM AND PROCEDURE 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
 

 

 

This chapter presents the experimental program. It gives details of the specimens, the material used, the 

instrumentation as well as the testing procedures. 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Description of Specimens 

The test specimens (see Fig. 2.1) have an 8" x 14" (200 x 350 mm) rectangular cross 

section and a total length of 140" (3500 mm). The length between corbels is T (2100 mm). Note, 

however; that for pure flexure and pure compression conditions, four specimens each (one 

control and three wrapped) were cast as simple rectangular beams (total length = 140" for pure 

flexure and 84" for pure compression) with no corbels. The total length of each corbel is 28" 

(700 mm), with a total height also of 28". Steel reinforcement details of the specimens are 

presented in Figure 2.1. Primary internal reinforcement consists of 2 layers of grade 60 #6 (~ = 

19 mm) bars, the first layer having d', 2" (50 mm), while the second layer has d = 12" (300 mm). 

Shear stirrups, consisting of grade 60 closed #3 (~ = 9.5 m) bars, are spaced evenly though the 

effective length at a spacing of 4" (100 mm). 

 

 

2.2 Materials 

Concrete was delivered by the same supplier with a specified compression strength of 

6000 psi (42 MPa), thereby simulating a moderately high strength concrete. The concrete mix 

design used is presented in Table 2.1, see also Appendix A. The strengths achieved' in 
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used is presented in Table 2. l , see also Appendix A. The strengths achieved in the different 

pours are presented in Table 2.2. As can be seen in this table, the average compressive 

strength achieved is around 8800 psi (61 MPa). 

 

In the specimens receiving carbon lamination, two layers of the standard CFRP 

system are applied. The standard system consists of a bi-directional weave with 6 to 7 yarns 

per inch in each direction and per layer. Adhesive used for this project is an Aerospace-

grade Amine based epoxy. The basic properties of CFRP and adhesive are presented in 

Table 2.3  

 

2.3 Instrumentation 

All specimens were instrumented using strain gages in the longitudinal, and some of them 

were instrumented by strain gages in the transverse direction, glued either on a concrete 

surface or on CFRP outer layer. A schematic view of the location of gages is presented in 

Fig. 2.3. During the test, the applied load as well as the displacements at different points 

along the length between corbels were monitored throughout the test. A view of test 

apparatus and setup is presented in Fig. 2.2. 

 

2.4 Testing Procedure and Program 

Six series of at least three tests are performed in this study. Each series is made of a RC 

column without CFRP jacket as a control specimen and a RC column retrofitted with CFRP 

jacket. The.six series correspond to the following load eccentricities 0" (i.e., concentric 

loading), 3" (5.5 mm), 6" (15 mm), 12" (300 mm), 16" (400 mm), and pure bending (i.e., an 

eccentricity approaching infinity). A typical view of a specimen during the test is shown in 

Fig. 2.4. 

 

The test program of the different series is presented in Table 2.4. Note that the specimens 

were labeled BC-XLY-EZ: 
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Where: X, Y, and Z are all numeric values: 

BC stands for "Beam- Column" project. 

XLY stands for "X" number of carbon "L"ayers with a concrete strength of 

"Y"ksi. 

EZ stands for "E"ccentricity of "Z" 

inches.  

 

2.5 Load Capacity Prediction of Specimens 

2.5.1 Specimens With No Wrap 

In the general case where columns are subjected to a combined axial 

compression bending moment, the nominal load capacity varies- as the applied moment 

(that is, the load eccentricity) varies. Although it is possible to derive equations to 

evaluate the strength of columns subjected to combined bending and axial loads, the 

equations are tedious to use. For this reason; interaction diagrams for columns are 

generally computed by assuming a. series of strain distributions, each corresponding to 

a particular point on the interaction diagram, and computing the corresponding values 

of P and M (see Fig. 2.3). 

 

(i)  With reference to Fig. 2:3 the nominal concentric load capacity, P", of a RC column 

is given by ACI Code as follows: 

 

P„ = 0.85 f (Ag - Asc) + AJy (2.1)  

 

where f c = compression strength of concrete; Ab = total gross area of concrete section; 

As, = total steel area (A,, = A, + A'S), and fy = yield stress of steel reinforcement. 

Noting that: 

fy = 60 ksi . 

Ast = 1.76 in.z (4#6) 

f e = 6,000 psi 

A9 = 112 in.2 
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interaction diagram (see Fig: 4.8). In this study the interaction diagram was generated 

using a specially developed spread sheet (Excel), as presented in Appendix B. 

 



Table 2.3 - Material Properties of Carbon Wraps 

DESCRIPTION- MANUFACTURER'S DATA(') - 
FDOT'S SUGGESTED VALUES 

FOR DRY COMPOSITE(2) 

Tensile Strength 530 ksi (3.65 GPa) 124 ksi (0.85 GPa) 

Tensile Modulus of 

Elasticity 
33500 ksi (231 GPa) 10,000 ksi (68.9 GPa) 

Ultimate Tensile 

Elongation 
1.4% 1.2 

Filament Diameter 7 gm . 7 [,m 

Filaments/yarn 12000 12000 

Thickness of layer  0.02 in. (0.5 mm) 

(1) Reported for the carbon fabric only (11 yarns/inch, 70 x 10-Sin'/yarn, unidirectional) 

(2) Apparent values based on 6.7 yarns/in. in average and 0.02 in. thickness/layer. 
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Table  2 .4  -  Tes t  Program 

SERIES SPECIMEN NO. 
CRFP 

LAYERS 

ECCENTRIBITY 

(INCH.) 
COMMENTS 

1 BC-OL6-EO 0 0 No corbels (84") in 
 BC-2L6-E0-1 2 Layers 0 all the series 

 BC-2L6-EO-2 2 Layers 0  

2 BC-01,3-E3 0 3  
 BC-2L6-E3-1 2 Layers 3  

 BC-2L6-E3-2 2 Layers 3  

3 BC-OL3-E6 0 6  
 BC-2L6-E6-1 2 Layers 6  
 BC-2L6-E6-2 2 Layers 6  

4 BC-OL3-E12 0 12  
 BC-2L6-El2-1 2 Layers 12  

 BC-2L6-E12-2 2 Layers 12  

5 BC-OL3E-E16 0 16  
 BC-2L6-16-1 2 Layers 16  
 BC-2L6-16-2 2 Layers 16  

6 BC-013-FL 0 PB(`) No corbels-(84") in 
 BC-2L6-FL-1 2 Layers PB(') a l l  the series 

 BC-2L6-FL-2 2 Layers PBM  
 BC-2L6-FL-3 2 Layers PB(°  

Note: (') PB = Pure Bending 
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PART II 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS -OF THE RESULTS. 
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CHAPTER 3 

P R E S E N T A T I O N  O F  T H E  R E S U L T S  

 

This chapter presents the experimental results of all the series mainly in terms of load or moment versus midspan 

deflections, secondary moments and strain distribution. 

 

The maximum experimental values obtained from tests for all series are summarized in 

Table 3.1. The table gives the maximum axial load, as well as the primary, secondary, and total 

moments attained, the maximum deflection at midspan, the maximum tensile, compressive and 

transverse (when available) strains, the maximum curvature and curvature ductility at,midspan 

and the modes of failure. Some of the experimental values were not reported in the table due to 

malfunction of some of the instruments during testing.  

 

3.1 Series One: Concentric Load 

The results of specimens tested with concentric loads (that is specimens labeled BC-

OL6E0 and BC-2L6EO) are presented in Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.5. Note that Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 

showing respectively the curves of the load versus deflection at different locations. along the 

beam-column and the secondary moment versus midspan deflection are not displayed due to 

malfunction o f  the instrumentation. It must also be noted that due to the limitation of the test rig 

capacity and the achieved compressive strength well above the targeted strength, it was 

impossible to drive the specimens of this series to rupture in pure compression. Therefore, at 

around maximum rig capacity (800 kips) two concentrated equal loads (See Fig. 2.2c) were 

applied at midspan to generate flexure in addition to compression. In so doing, a point is defined 

in the interaction diagram close to the point sought by this series and which corresponds to M„ = 

0 and P„ = Pman 
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Fig. 3.3 presents the strain distribution across the beam-column depth at midspan, for 

different loading levels. It is seen that in all specimens, the strain distribution across the 

beam-column depth at midspan was fairly uniform. The observed strain gradients across the 

section are due to secondary moments and to the applied concentrated lateral loads (flexure) 

particularly at higher loadings. The maximum strain reached in control specimen approached 

1000,uc, whereas that of wrapped specimen was around 1400µє. 

 

The longitudinal compressive strain distributions along beam-column length for 

different loading levels (Fig. 3.4) for specimens BC-OL6EO and BC-2L6EO are not 

displayed due to malfunction of the strain gauges. 

 

Fig. 3.5 presents the load versus transverse surface strain at midspan for specimens 

BC-0L6EO and specimen BC-2L6EO. It is observed that in control specimen with no corbels 

(Fig. 3.5a) the transverse strains at the different sides of the beam-column were quite 

different and depended on the magnitude of the axial compressive strain. However, the 

curves of load versus transverse strain captured by bottom and West gauges, and similarly for 

top and East gauges, were very similar. The strains were higher in the 14 inch-bottom side 

which were more compressed. It attained 300µє at maximum load. The opposite 14 inch-side 

experienced a maximum strain slightly less than 220/.e at maximum compressive load. The 

transverse strains at the 8 inch-sides were also around 300ge and 220/-tc. The wrapped 

specimens with no corbels experienced transverse strains that were quite different from one 

side to another. The maximum transverse train ranged from 150,uc to 420gE ( see Figs. 3.5b 

to d). 

 

3.2 Series 2: 3-inch Eccentricity 

 

The results of specimens tested with 3-inch eccentric compressive load (that is 

specimens labeled BC-0L6E3 and BC-2L6E3) are presented in Fig. 3.6 to Fig. 3.9. Figure 3.6 

presents the primary, the secondary and the total moment versus the midspan 
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deflection. Note that the moment and deflexion reached by Specimen BC-2L6-E3-1 (Fig. 3.6b) 

are small compared to specimens 2 and 3. This is due to premature failure. It is seen that the 

secondary moment increased almost linearly to reach 14.8% and 18.8% of the total moment at 

ultimate load for BC-OL6E3 and BC-2L6E3 specimens, respectively. 

 

The strain distribution across the beam-column depth at midspan for selected total applied 

moments up to ultimate are displayed in Fig. 3.7. It is seen that the compressive strain attained 

3139µє for specimen BC-OL6E3 and 4242µє for BC-2L6E3. As can be seen, the gauge readings 

in Specimen BC-2L6E3-1 (Fig. 3.7b) were note correct and should therefore not be considered 

for analysis. 

 

The longitudinal tension and compressive strain distributions along beam length for 

different loading levels are presented in Fig. 3.8. It is observed that the strains are fairly uniform 

particularly in the zone between corbels and for low to moderate loadings. 

 

Fig. 3.9 presents the applied total moment versus the transverse surface strain around the 

midspan section of specimens BC-OL6E3 and BC-2L6E3. In the control, specimen the 

maximum transverse strain was achieved in the 8-inch East side (compression face) and was 

around 642µє (see also Table 3.1). Similarly, in the wrapped specimen, it was around 1320µє at 

the same face. In the 8-inch tension face (West side), no transverse strain was observed. 

 

The transverse strain in top and bottom sides (14-inch faces) of BC-OL6-E3 Specimen 

attained 160µє and 105µє, that is an average strain of 133µє. The corresponding values attained 

in BC-2L6-E3 specimens were 200µє and 170µє, that is an average transverse strain of 185µє. 

Note that the strain gauges were glued at face centers, which were in compression (see strain 

distribution across depth, Fig. 3.7). 
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3:3 Series 3: 6-inch Eccentricity 

The results of specimens tested with 6-inch eccentric compressive load (that is 

specimens labeled BC-0L6E6 and BC-2L6E6) are presented in Fig. 3.10 to Fig. 3.13. 

Figure 3.10 presents the primary, the secondary and the total moment versus the midspan 

deflection. It is seen that the secondary moment increased almost linearly to reach 13.8 and 

15.3 % of the total moment at ultimate load for specimens BC-OL6E6 and BC-21,6E6, 

respectively. 

 

The strain distributions across the beam-column depth at midspan for selected total 

applied moments are displayed in Fig. 3.11. It is seen that compressive strain attained 

3746µє for specimen BC-OL6E6 and 7444µє for specimens BC-21,6E6. Note that the 

neutral axis of unwrapped specimen was around 7 inches compared to 6 inches (from 

compression face) for wrapped specimen. 

 

The longitudinal tension and compressive strain distributions along beam-column 

length for different loading levels are presented in Fig. 3.12. It is observed that the 

compression strains as well as tension strains in the central zone away from corbels, are 

fairly uniform particularly for low to moderate loading. The non-uniformity of strains in 

tension face in unwrapped specimen is due to cracking. 

 

Fig. 3.13 presents the applied total moment versus the transverse surface strain 

around the midspan section of specimens BC-OL6E6 and BC -2L6E6. It is observed that 

the East side, that is the 8-inch compression face experienced the highest transverse strain 

(maximum strain around 952µє for unwrapped and 2038µє for wrapped), whereas in the 8-

inch tension face (west side) no transverse strain was-observed. 

 

The transverse strains in top and bottom sides (14-inch face) were small, less than 

200µє. Note that the strain gauges were glued at the centers of the specimen faces, which 
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were close to neutral axis but in tension (see strain distribution across the depth, Fig. 

3.11). 

 

3.4 Series 4: 12-inch Eccentricity 

The results of specimens tested under 12-inch eccentric compressive load (that is 

specimens labeled BC-OL6El2 and BC-2L6E12) are presented in Fig. 3.14 to Fig. 3.17. 

Fig. 3.14 presents the primary, the secondary and the total applied moment versus the 

midspan deflection. It is seen that the secondary moment increased almost linearly to 

reach 14.2% and 12.9% of the total moment at ultimate load for BC-OL6E12, and BC-

2L6E12, respectively. 

 

The strain distributions across the beam-column depth at midspan for selected 

total applied moments are displayed in Fig. 3.15. It is seen that the compressive strain 

attained 4327µє (see also Table 3.1) for specimen BC-OL6E12 and 5346µє for BC-

2L6E12 (see also Table 3.1). Note that the neutral axis of the unwrapped specimen was 

around 3.6 in. (from compression face) compared to around 5 in. for the wrapped 

specimens. 

 

The longitudinal compressive and tensile strain distribution along the column--

beam length for different loading levels are presented in Fig. 3.16. It is observed that the 

strains are fairly uniform along the beam-column, particularly in the central zone and for 

low to moderate loads. The non-uniformity of strains in tension face of unwrapped 

specimen is due to cracking. 

 

Fig. 3.17 presents the applied total moment versus the transverse surface strain 

around the midspan section of specimens BC-OL6E12 and BC-2L6E12. Again, it is 

observed that the East side, that is the 8-inch compression face experienced the highest 

transverse strain (maximum strain around 518µє for unwrapped and 906µє for wrapped 

specimens), whereas in the 8-inch tension face (West side), no transverse strain was 
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observed. Practically no transverse strains were read in top and bottom sides (14-inch 

faces) as the location of the strain gauges was close to that of the neutral axis. 

 

3.5 Series 5: 16-inch Eccentricity 

The results of specimens tested under 16-inch eccentric compressive load (that is 

specimens labeled BC-0L6E16 and BC-2L6E16) are presented in Fig. 3.18 to Fig. 3.21. 

Figure 3.18 presents the primary, the secondary and the total applied moment versus the 

midspan deflection. It is seen that the secondary moment increased almost linearly to reach 

10.7 % and 10.3 % of the total applied moment at ultimate load for BC-OL3El6 and BC-

2L6E16, respectively. 

 

The strain distributions across the beam-column depth at midspan for selected total 

applied moments are displayed in Fig. 3.19. It is seen that the maximum compressive strain 

attained 1913ME for specimen BC-OL6E16 and 3234/IE for BC-2L6E16. Note that the 

neutral axis of unwrapped specimen was around 2.0 inches from compression face 

compared to 5.0 inches for wrapped specimens. 

 

The longitudinal compressive strain distributions along beam length for different 

loading levels are presented in Fig. 3.20. his observed that the strains are fairly uniform, 

particularly at the central zone and for low to moderate loads. Obviously at a higher 

applied load, cracks develop, which explains some of the high strain readings. 

 

Fig. 3.21 presents the applied total moment versus the transverse surface strain 

around the midspan section of specimens BC-OL6E16 and BC-2L6El6. It is observed in 

both wrapped ans unwrapped specimen that the East side, that is the 8-inch compression 

face, experienced the highest. transverse strain (around 430,uE for unwrapped and 866ME 

for wrapped), whereas in the 8-inch tension face (West side), no transverse strain is 

observed. The transverse strains in top and bottom sides (14-inch faces) were practically 
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equal to zero, the location of the surface strain gauges being below the neutral axis (that is in 

tension zone, see strain distribution across the depth, Fig. 3.19). 

 

3.6 Series 6: Pure Flexure 

The results of specimens tested in four-point flexure with no axial load (that is specimens 

labeled BC-OL6-FL, BC-2L6-FLl; BC-2L6-FL2 and BC-2L6-FL3) are presented in Fig. 3.22 

to Fig. 3.24. Note that all the specimens in this series were simple rectangular beams with no 

corbels spanning 132º (total length= 140"). 

 

Fig. 3.22 presents the applied moment versus the midspan deflection. It is seen that 

the moment corresponding to first cracking is 140 kip-in for unwrapped and around 260 kip-

in for wrapped specimens, whereas the moment at yield of steel is respectively around 540 

kip-in and 800 kip-in. It is seen that the post yielding moment-deflection curve of the 

wrapped specimens is consistently linear. 

 

The strain distribution across the beam depth at midspan for selected applied moments 

are displayed in Fig. 3.23. It is seen that the compressive strain attained 3055µє in BC-OL6-

FL, and 2558µє in BC-2L6-FL. The neutral axis at yielding of steel is seen to be equal to 2.4 

inches from compression face for BC-OL6-FL, whereas it is around 4.0 inches for BC-2L6-

FL. 

 

Fig. 3.24 shows the applied moment versus the longitudinal strains at 'different locations of 

inidspan section. The cracking and the yielding moment can clearly be identified in these 

curves. Fig. 3.25 presents the curves of the applied moment versus the transverse strain on the 

compression face of midspan section. It is observed that the transverse train attained 656µє  

for the unwrapped specimen and over 440µє in wrapped specimens. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

 
This chapter analyzes and discusses the experimental results in terms of the moment versus midspan deflection, the 

strain distribution, curvature and ductility. 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Overall Behavior 

The maximum experimental values obtained form tests for all series were summarized in 

Table 3.1. 

 

It is observed that the maximum tensile strain in specimens subjected to eccentric loadings 

varied from 2599µє to 24885µє in unwrapped specimens and from 1496/-Lc to 11500Qє in 

wrapped specimens. In NSC, these values were from 791 to 28000µє and from 1418µє to 

12590µє , respectively. The maximum strain corresponding to breakage of the CFRP fabric was 

around 1.11% and was achieved in the specimen with 12" eccentricity. In NSC it was around 1.25 

% and was achieved in pure flexure. These values are slightly below the maximum elongation 

provided by the manufacturer (see Table 2.3). The maximum transverse strain at midspan for 

wrapped specimens varied from 360 to 1782gE, which is below the range (1630µє – 5600µє) 

achieved in NSC wrapped specimens. In unwrapped specimens it varied from 298 to 952µє. No 

transverse strains were recorded in NSC unwrapped specimens. In specimens subjected to 

eccentric loads, the maximum deflection at midspan corresponding to maximum load varied from 

0.52 to 2.33 in compared to 0.83 to 1.69 inches in NSC for control and from 0.39 to 1.84 inches 

compared to 0.79 to 1.63 inches in NSC for wrapped specimens. This was in line with the 

maximum curvature at midspan, which varied from 410 x 10-6 to 2087 x 10-6 in.-' (249 x 10-6 to 

2290 x 10-6 for NSC) for control and from 361 x 10-6 to 1077 X10-6 iri' (390 x 10-6 to 1192 
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x 10' in' for NSC) for wrapped specimens. The curvature ductility, defined here as the ratio of 

the curvature at maximum load and the curvature at yield, varied from 0.20 to 8.87 and from 

0.41 to 4.17 for unwrapped and wrapped specimens, respectively. In NSC, these values were 

from 0.25 to 10.88 and from 0.61.to 4.17, respectively. The ultimate curvature usually used for 

ductility calculation, was not considered here because some of strain gauges broke during the 

failure stage and therefore the strains could not be reasonably compared. 

 

The maximum moment capacity in pure flexure achieved by the wrapped specimens was 

1217 kip-in, that is 45% increase with respect to unwrapped specimens. In NSC, 59% increase 

was achieved. The maximum secondary moment due to the so-called P-Delta effect varied from 

10.6% to 14.8 % for unwrapped and from 9.8% to 18.7% for wrapped specimens, with respect to 

the total applied moment. In NSC, it varied from 7.9 to 12.2% for unwrapped and from 9.2 to 21 

% for wrapped specimens. Typical views of the. Beam columns after tests are presented in Fig. 

4.1. It was observed that generally the wrapped specimens subjected to an axial load in addition 

to flexure ruptured by tension fracture of CFRP fabric in the tension face accompanied by 

bursting of corners at the compressive face (see Fig. 4.1). The wrapped specimen under pure 

flexure failed by rupture of the CFRP wrap at the tension face near the midspan and buckling at 

the compression face. 

 

In the following sections the behavior of wrapped specimens will be presented, analyzed 

and compared to control specimens mainly in terms of the applied moment versus the midspan 

deflection, the longitudinal strain distribution at midspan, the maximum transverse strain 

behavior at midspan and the ductility enhancement achieved by the CFRP wrapping. Design 

considerations and interaction diagrams of CFRP wrapped beam-columns will also be discussed. 

 

4.2 Applied Moment versus Midspan Deflection Behavior 

Representative curves of applied total moment versus midspan deflection are presented 

in Fig. 4.2. Typically and similarly to normal strength concrete beam-columns, the 
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unwrapped specimens featured a higher initial slope compared to wrapped specimens. 

However, this is reversed as the load progressed, the lower the eccentricity the higher the 

applied moment at which the reversal occurred. This is attributed to the fact that at the 

initial stage of loading the outer CFRP shells, which possess a lower modulus of elasticity 

than that of steel, were engaged before the longitudinal steel reinforcement in wrapped 

specimens, compared to control specimens where the steel contributed earlier. For flexure 

controlled conditions, the strengthened beam-columns exhibited a higher flexural stiffness 

compared to control specimens. This. difference in stiffness increased with increasing 

eccentricity. This can be attributed to the fact that as the eccentricity increased, the control 

specimens featured more cracks which obviously affected the flexural stiffness, compared 

to wrapped specimens where the effect of concrete cracking was minimal. 

 

The total moment corresponding to first cracking varied from 150 kip-in to 3.00 

kipin for unwrapped specimens. The theoretical value as per the ACI code, is equal to 187 

kipin. The cracked moment was not apparent from the curves of wrapped specimens, 

although a slight change in the slope at roughly 260 kip-in was noticed in some specimens 

controlled by flexure (Fig. 4.2d and e). 

 

Yielding of steel, which is characterized by the change of the post-crack slope, is clearly 

apparent in wrapped specimens although, more evident in control specimens. However, in 

wrapped specimens yielding generally occurred at a higher applied moment and a higher 

midspan deflection than in control specimens (see Fig. 4.2). This is attributed to the 

retention of composite action in the tension face which lowered the neutral axis and to the 

confining effect which allowed the concrete in compression to achieve a higher strain (see 

strain distributions in Fig. 4.4). This resulted in a higher curvature and hence' a greater 

displacement at yielding of steel. The branch corresponding to post yielding of steel is seen 

to be quasi-linear ascending in wrapped and perfectly plastic in control specimens. In 

wrapped specimens under pure bending, the slope of this branch is about 40% that of the 

preyielding branch. This value was about 30% for normal strength concrete. However, this 
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value is expected to increase with the modulus of elasticity and the number of layers of the 

FRP wrap. 

 

Generally, wrapped specimens achieved higher moment capacities than control 

specimens, although the difference in moment capacities generally decreased as the axial 

load increased. This feature can also be seen from the experimental interaction diagrams 

presented later in Fig. 4.8. The wrapped beam-columns also exhibited large deflections 

beyond yielding stress of steel. However, given the applied moment, they showed reduced 

deflections and thereby increased serviceability. 

 

The effect of the load eccentricity on the behavior of wrapped specimens is seen in 

Fig. 4.3, which presents the curves of applied moment versus mid-span deflection of 

specimens with eccentricities of 3" (75 mm), 6" (150 mm), 12" (300 mm), 16" (400mm) and 

infinity (pure flexure). The following observations can be reported. Note that similar 

observations were drawn from results on normal strength concrete beam-columns. 

 

(a) The flexural stiffness, characterized by the slope of the curve after  

first cracking, increased as the eccentricity decreased. The stiffness 

enhancement was due to axially applied load. This enhancement was 

more effective when the location of applied load was closer to the 

center of the specimen cross section. 

(b) Given the applied moment, the specimens with lower eccentricities 

featured less displacement. 

(c) The lower the eccentricity, the higher the moment and the 

corresponding displacement at which yielding of steel occurred. 
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4.3 Strain Distribution at Midspan Section 

The strain distributions across the beam-column depth at midspan for selected total 

applied moments are displayed in Fig. 4.4. The strain distribution is seen to be essentially 

linear up to rupture for both wrapped and unwrapped specimens. The increase in the 

compressive strain due to the confinement effect varied from 23 % to 98 % in the specimens 

subjected to eccentric loadings, compared to 50% to 166% for NSC. Given the eccentricity, 

the neutral axis depth from compression face of wrapped specimens was similar to that of 

corresponding control specimens, whereas in NSC beam-columns it was smaller. Also, the 

neutral axis depth decreased as the eccentricity increased. 

 

The superior maximum compressive strain achieved by wrapped compared to 

unwrapped specimens, is clear from the figures. This is attributed to the confinement effect 

of the CFRP jacket in the compression zone. As the eccentricity increased the maximum 

tensile strain also increased thereby engaging more efficiently the CFRP weaves in the 

longitudinal direction. This efficiency is optimized in pure flexure where rupture occurred by 

failure of the CFRP material at a tensile strain approaching 11500µє. 

 

4.4 Curvature and Ductility 

 

Fig. 4.5 presents the behavior of the maximum curvature and the curvature ductility 

with increasing axial load in specimens under combined conditions. As expected the: 

maximum curvature as well as the ductility decreased as the axial load increased for both 

wrapped and unwrapped specimens. The curvature and the ductility achieved by the wrapped 

specimens were generally superior to those of corresponding control specimens for higher 

axial loads. This enhancement in deformation capabilities was attributed to the confinement 

provided by the CFRP jacket, which resulted in higher stain capacities. 
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4.5        Transverse Strain at Midspan 

 Fig. 4.6 shows typical curves representing the applied total moment versus he 

transverse surface strain around the midspan section of wrapped specimens where readings 

were available. It is observed that the transverse strain is present in the compression zone 

from the early stage of loading. The confinement provided by the wrap, which is directly 

related to the transverse strain (the higher the transverse strain, the greater the confining 

pressure), was engaged earlier in the loading for specimens with the smallest eccentricities 

(eccentricity = 3 in). This is due to the fact that these beam-columns have a greater cross-

section area under compression since their neutral axis is deeper and are obviously 

subjected to a higher applied load for a given moment. 

 

 The 8-inch compression face experienced the highest transverse strain, whereas in 

the 8-inch tension face, no transverse strain was observed. It was also noted that the 

transverse strain increased as the compressive longitudinal strain increased (see Fig. 4.4, 

strain distribution across the midspan depth). The large transverse strains developed at the 

compression face after the confinement is engaged indicate significant expansion of the 

cover concrete. The strains increased as the displacement increased even though the applied 

load was essentially constant. 

 

 Note that the transverse strains in the 14-inch faces were not monitored in this 

investigation. However, results on NSC beam-columns showed that the magnitude of the 

transverse strains depends whether the center of the faces is in tension or in compression. It 

was also observed that the higher the compressive strain in the center of the face, the 

greater the transverse strain. Therefore, when the longitudinal strains were tensile, the 

transverse strains were equal to zero. 



4.6 Interaction diagram 4.6.1 Design philosophy 

 One way of calculating the capacity of RC beam-columns wrapped with FRP and 

subjected to a combined axial force-bending moment, is by considering the improved 

ultimate compressive strain to calculate the ultimate stress of confined concrete in 

compression using a reliable stress-strain model. This way of doing has already been used 

by other researchers to calculate the moment capacity of wrapped sections with 

conjunction of the hander stress-strain model (hander et al. 1988) for confined concrete 

(e.g. Xiao et al. 1996). It has also been used successfully by the authors for normal strength 

concrete beam-columns (Chaallal and Shahawy, 1999) using the new model developed by 

Mirmiran and Shahawy (1997) and presented below. 

 

4.6.2 Stress-Strain Model 

 In this study the analytical bilinear stress-strain model (see Fig. 4.7) developed 

specially for RC circular columns wrapped with FRP jackets (Mirmiran and Shahawy 

1997) is used to calculate the compressive strength of confined concrete, whereas the 

maximum strain is taken as 0.005 as confirmed by the experimental data obtained in this 

study. According to the model, the confined strength of concrete, fcc , can be computed 

from: 

 

 fcc = fc + 3.38 fr
0.7 (4.1)  

 

where f, is the compressive strength of unconfined concrete and fr is the confinement 

pressure. It must be noted that recent experimental studies (e.g. Harries et al. 1996) 

showed that the stress-strain curve describing FRP jacketed RC columns are also bilinear 

and very similar in shape to circular columns. 

 

 The model expressed by Eq. (4.1) was derived on the basis of experiments 

performed on circular columns. However, while all of the section is fully confined in a 
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circular column, considerable dilation of the section is required before the flat sides of the 

wraps are engaged in the -confinement of a rectangular column. Due to the relatively small 

strain capacity of the CFRP fabric, the wrap will typically rupture at its corners before the sides 

of the wrap can develop any significant confinement. This type of failure has been observed in 

many of the tested specimens as will be reported later. In addition and contrary to a circular 

column, the lateral confining pressure differs in the two axes- in a rectangular column. Clearly, 

this should be reflected in the calculation of the confining pressure in the interim of reliable 

experimentally - based models for rectangular columns. 

 

One way of adjusting the confining pressure is by using an effective confinement ratio 

based on the shape of the section and defined as the area of effectively confined concrete over 

the gross-sectional area (see Fig. 4.8). For a rectangular column the lateral confining stresses 

induced by the jacket in the x and y directions, f r ,x and f r,y, are: 

 

 f r ,x - P j,X ke f i                                                                          (4.2) 

 

f r ,y - p i,y ke f i (4.3)  

 

where ke is the effective confinement ratio given by: 

 

ke= Ae / Acc (4.4)  

 

where Ae and ACC are respectively the effectively confined and concrete core areas, given by 

(see Fig. 4.8 for definitions): 

 

 Ae = tx tv - ((w X2 + wr
2)/3) -As                                        (4.5) 

and 

 Acc= Ac - As (4.6)  
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with w,, = tX -2r and w,, = ty -2r . The section area ratios of FRP wraps p j,X and p ;,y are 

given by: 

p j,X = 2 t. / tX (4.7) 

p J.Y = 2 tj / (4.8) 

where tj_is the thickness of the wrap. The average jacket stress fj when the peak axial load 

is attained can be calculated as: 

f; = Ej E j,experimental (4.9) 

where Ei and E j,experimental are the modulus of elasticity of FRP wrap (see Table 2.3) and the 

average experimental transverse strain, the maximum of which was found to be 0.002 for 

HSC and 0.003 for NSC. Recent studies (Restrepol and DeVino 1996) reported values of 

E i  of the order of 0.005. 

4.6.3 Interaction Diagram 

The points defining the experimental maximum values of axial compression and 

corresponding maximum bending moment are plotted in Fig. 4.9 in terms of the ratios 

P,,/PO and Mn/M,, for both wrapped and unwrapped specimens. The resulting interaction 

diagrams are compared in Fig. 4.10 with the corresponding theoretical interaction 

diagrams. The theoretical values are based on a concrete compressive strength of 8.8 ksi 

(see Table 2.2). Note that P,, and MO are the experimental axial force and corresponding 

bending moment capacity. The theoretical values of wrapped beam-columns were 

calculated as for control specimens but with maximum stress and ultimate strain 

pertaining to confined concrete and calculated using the model described above. The 

ultimate strain of the CFRP fabric was taken as E = 12000,uE, as confirmed by 
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HSC. Finally, interaction diagrams calculated using net area of carbon fibers (i.e. modulus of 

elasticity and equivalent thickness of carbon fibers) are compared in Fig. 4.12 to those: computed 

using dry composite area (i.e. apparent values of modulus of elasticity and thickness). 

 

An easy to use and self explanatory spread sheet tool has been developed in. this study, which 

displays the equations used as well as the procedure to derive the theoretical interaction diagram 

using the philosophy outlined above. This tool is illustrated in Appendix B. A diskette is also 

provided at the end of this report and address unwrapped as well as wrapped beam-columns. 

 

With reference to Fig. 4.9 to Fig. 4.12, the following observations can be made: (a)

 For control specimens the experimental and theoretical results were very close (see Fig. 

4.10). 

(b) For wrapped specimens, the experimental results compared reasonably well with the 

theoretical values (see Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11). Therefore, within the conditions and the 

limits of this study, the proposed design procedure seems adequate. 

 

(c) In wrapped specimens, the point corresponding to the experimental balanced condition 

moved slightly upwards with respect to that of unwrapped specimens (see Fig. 4.9). 

 

(d) The CFRP jacketing improved the uniaxial capacity of the HSC beam-columns; the 

maximum gain achieved was around 10% compared to 30% for NSC. However, it. 

enhanced significantly the flexural capacity of the beam-columns since a gain of more 

than 45% and 61% was observed under pure flexure and  
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under combined conditions, respectively. In NSC, these values were respectively 

54% and 74%. 

 

. (e) The highest increase in flexural capacity was achieved near the balanced condition 

for both NSC and HSC specimens. 

 

(f) Below the balanced point, the rate of increase in the moment capacity was higher in 

HSC than in NSC specimens (see Fig. 4.10). 

 

(g) It is seen from Fig. 4.12 that the interaction diagrams predicted using either, the 

net area of carbon fibers or the apparent values of dry composite are identical. 

Therefore both approaches are valid for design. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
This chapter presents the conclusions reached in this study. It also provides some recommendations for further 

studies. 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

 

The results of an experimental investigation on the performance of reinforced high-

strength (HS) concrete rectangular beam- columns strengthened with externally applied bi-

directional carbon fiber reinforced plastic material were presented. Results showed that the 

strength capacity of beam-columns improved significantly as a result of the combined action 

of the longitudinal and the transverse weaves of the bi-directional composite fabric. The 

longitudinal CFRP elements contributed mostly to flexural capacity, whereas the transverse 

elements enhanced the compressive capacity of the compression zone through confinement 

action. A design procedure of such elements was also proposed in form of an easy to use 

spead sheet (Excel). 

 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the study: 

 

1. The CFRP jacketing slightly improved the uniaxial capacity of the beam-columns; 

the maximum gain achieved was around 10%. This is very low compared to NSC (30%). 

However, it enhanced significantly the flexural capacity of the beam-columns where a 

maximum gain of more than 45 % was observed in pure flexure. This is slightly below the 

54% increase observed in' normal strength concrete. Under combined conditions, that gain 

reached 61 % in HSC beam-columns compared to 70 % in NSC beam-columns. While the 

source of increase in pure flexure was mainly attributed to the longitudinal weaves of the 
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CFRP fabric, the contribution of the transverse weaves within the compression controlled 

zone increased with increasing axial load to become predominant in pure compression. 

 

 2. The increase in the compressive strain due to the confinement effect varied 

from 23 % to 177 %. This is similar to the behavior of NSC beam-columns where the 

increase was in the range [50-166 % ]. 

 

3. Given the axial load, the curvature and the ductility achieved by the wrapped 

specimens were consistently superior to those of corresponding control specimens. This 

feature was more pronounced for lower axial loads. 

 

4. Yielding of steel in wrapped specimens generally occurred at a higher applied 

moment and a higher midspan deflection than in control specimens. 

 

5. The transverse confinement was engaged in the compression zone from the early 

stage of loading. 

 

6. Finally, within the conditions and the limits of this study, the proposed design 

procedure based on the stress of confined concrete in the compression zone compared 

reasonably well with experimental results. The confined stress was calculated using the 

bilinear stress-strain model developed specifically for FRP wrapped columns in 

conjunction with an effective confinement ratio that takes into account the rectangular 

shape of the beam-columns. 

 

5.2 Recommendations 

The procedure used to derive the interaction diagrams was based on the stress-strain 

model based on experiments on wrapped cylindrical specimens. Therefore, the 

experimental stress-strain behavior of rectangular specimens wrapped with FRP material 

and subjected to an axial load should be determined. In particular, the following 
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parameters are of interest: the aspect ratio, the radius of the section corner and the 

concrete strength. 
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Effective confinement ratio: ke 

cc

e
e A

Ak =  (eq. 11) 

where Ae and Ace are respectively the confined and concrete core area, given 

by: A=tx
*t y-((wx2+wy2)/3)-As (eq. 12) Ace 

=Ac - A$ (eq. 13) 

with wx = tx - 2r and wy = ty - 2r. The area section area ratios of the composite 

wraps pj,x and Pj,y are given by: 

x

j
xj t

t
P *2, =    (eq.14)  

y

j
yj t

t
P *2, =  (eq. 15) 

where ti is the total effective thickness of the wrap. 

The average jacket stress (at the axial load peak): f j  

f j  = Ej*єj,experimental (eq. 16)  

where Ej and єjExperimental are the modulus of elasticity of the dry composite 
wrap and the average experimental transverse strain. 
 
a.2) Interaction Diagram 

• Nominal concentric load capacity: Pn 

P„= 0.85*fcc*(Ag-Ast)+Ast*fy (eq.17)  
 
where f. is the compression strength of wrapped concrete, the other variables 
were defined for the unconfined model (Appendix B 1). Note that when Pn is 
maximal, the bending moment (M.) is equal to 0. 
 

• Balanced failure point (based onand є c  =є c u  and єF R P= єF R P,  
u l t imate)  is calculated as follows: 

 

  
cuFRP

cu
b

hcc
εε

ε
+

== *                                                         (eq. 18) 



a= β1*c (eq. 3) 

      
c

dccu
s

)(*' −= εε         (eq 4) 

Cb = 0.85 * .fcc * a * b (eq. 19) 

where Cb is the compressive force taken by concrete. 

Tar bottom = EFRP * єF R P * єF R P * b (eq. 20) 

TFRP distributed = sidesItE dFRP
FRP

FRP 2***
2

0* 





 +ε  (eq. 21) 

l d
= h-c-r 

(eq. 22) where T F "  bottom is the tension force generated by the composite at the 
bottom face of the column. Tmp distributed is the average tension force generated 
by the composite on the sides of the column and Id is the tension zone depth. 
 

Fs= Es *  є s  * As (eq. 23) 

F's  =Es  *  є '
s  * A's (eq. 24) 

Mab= C B *( Y - a /  2 )  +  Fs
*(y-d) + F*(d-y) + 

TF R P bott.*y + T F R P  distr*(la*2/3-(y-c)) (eq. 25) 

  Pn b  = (C B +  f s )- (fs + fF, bolt. + fF, distr.) (eq. 26) 



• Point corresponding two yielding of steel (E, = Ey) is calculated as follows: 

+
==

FRP

cu
y

hcc
ε
ε *               (eq. 27) 

 

where cy stands for neutral axis depth corresponding to єs = єy. Having obtained c, the 
equation (8) to (26) can be followed to find Pn and Mn values. 
 

• Other points: 

Similarly, other points either controlled by compression (c > cb) or by flexure (c < cb) 
can be determined (see flow chart bellow). 



 



 



 



 



 

 



 





 



 



 



 





 





 



 





 



 



 





 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 





 





 



 



 



APPENDIX A 

- CONCRETE MIX DESIGN PROPERTIES OF 

CARBON FIBERS - PROPERTIES OF EPOXY 



 





 

 

 



 



 



APPENDIX B 

Interaction diagrams for unwrapped and wrapped beam-

columns B.1 Unwrapped beam-column specimen 

a) Equations b) Flow chart c) Excel spreadsheet 

B.2 Wrapped beam-column specimen 

d) Equations 

e) Flow chart 

f) Excel spreadsheet 



 



 



 



 



 

 



 




